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At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,  
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and different ideas,  

creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration, 
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.

Our eleventh meeting saw the most photos of any regular evening in many 
years: twenty-four images, including an exceptional debut from our talented 
guest Luba Citrin. We hope to see more from her in the future. 
“Process, not product.” Matthew moderated this meeting that was, in many 
ways, Part Two of the special meeting that we enjoyed the week prior. This 
time every member was invited to ask questions and to explore the creative 
process. It seems like a small change, but it’s a fundamental shift: instead of 
handing down our opinions on a finished result, as if the maker is there to 
learn from us, we had lively discussions about the unique creative methods of 
our peers. Collaborative instead of didactic; inquiring instead of pronouncing.  
It may have been the longest Forum meeting in recent memory, but it was 
also groundbreaking and demonstrated a new approach that we can bring to 
all of our interactions. Well done, everyone.

Night Walker, by Nick Janushewski 

Upcoming Meetings 

March 3 
David Kennedy 

March 17 
Carm Griffin  

Spring Break 

April 7 
Marvin Cooper

https://www.lubacitrin.com
https://www.lubacitrin.com
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I do not distrust their motives; I distrust their power. They have a lot of it. And it is an astonishing power:  
that of creating whole universes, universes of the mind. I ought to know. I do the same thing. 

– Philip K Dick

Allan Flagel 
Cold Winter Stroll 

Dass 
Homage to Edward Weston 

Leif Petersen 
Aging Gracefully 

Matthew Robertson 
Convolution 314 

Tom Yates 
One, Two 

Bruce Macaulay 
Death is all around, Ireland 

a terrible beauty 

Lawrence Sitwell 
Air

Images Shown,  
February 17 Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 

Turning into Stone 

Marvin Cooper 
Waiting Room 

Michael Anderson 
Requiem 

Mort Shapiro  
Connections 

Nick Janushewski 
Night Walker 

Paul Yi 
Winter Dreams 

Doris Woudenberg 
Spinnaker 

Judy Griffin 
Car Wreck Memento

Jocelyn Ubaldino 
Red Throated Diver (Loon) 

Rhonda Starr 
Musical Memories 

Craig Lauder  
Beauty Shot High-Key 

Guy St. Louis 
Heated Debate 

Avi Cohen 
Grand Prismatic Spring 

Kas Stone 
If a Tree Falls 

Katherine Keates 
Foggy Texas Dawn 

Sue Curtis 
Spring Morning

Red Throated Diver (Loon), by Jocelyn Ubaldino 
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Create for yourself. Let your own feelings lead the way to how you decide to express yourself through your art.  
Let no one dictate or take it away from you no matter how much greener the grass may seem on the other side. 

– Nicole Small

Above: Turning into Stone, by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub  
Top Left: Air, by Lawrence Sitwell  
Left: Requiem, by Michael Anderson 

Executive Update 
It’s a good problem to have: our online meetings have 
proven to be overwhelmingly popular, setting new 
records for the number of members attending and the 
quantity – and quality – of photographs. To meet this 
challenge your Executive has had to consider some 
further options to keep the meetings balanced.  
Look for more details of some changes in your email, 
and as always, please let us know what you think as we 
continue to explore this new online format.
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I don't care what you say to me. I care what you share with me. 
– Santosh Kalwar

Foggy Texas Dawn, by Katherine Keates 

I wallowed in a little piece of heaven as the morning fog began to lift its veil. 
Slowly, the delicate tapestry of Texas spring wildflowers revealed itself stretching 
as far as the eye could see. Absolute silence with a few chirping early birds.
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I believe natural beauty has a necessary place in the spiritual development of any individual or society.  
– Rachel Carson

If a Tree Falls… 
by Kas Stone, February 2021 

I came across these trees beside 
the Cabot Trail when I visited 
Cape Breton last November 
(2020) for a short hiking-and-
photography holiday. 
At first I simply found the trees 
visually pleasing, with the crossed 
pairs breaking the otherwise 
uniform pattern of vertical trunks 
and spiky branches. 
But then the scene brought to 
mind a classic metaphysical 
question: If a tree falls in a forest 
and nobody is there to hear it, 
does it make a sound? Cutting 
through several centuries of lively debate, ultimately the answer depends on how we choose to define the word ‘sound’ – 
as audio frequencies travelling through the air disturbed by the falling tree, or as a perception in the mind of a person 
(or a squirrel) experiencing these frequencies via his/her sensory organs (ears). 
Stated more generally, the reality-versus-perception question in philosophy boils down to this: Does anything actually 
exist or happen independently of our perception of it? And, even if we do perceive it, how can we be sure that what we 
perceive is real? 
So, photographically speaking, would my fallen trees really exist if I hadn’t been driving along the Cabot Trail that day 
to see them? Does my photograph qualify as proof of their existence? Pushing this line of questioning even further, 
perhaps all the trees were actually standing upright and I made some of them ‘fall’ with Photoshop magic? (I didn’t, but 
how do you know, and do you believe me, and even if I am telling the truth, the world isn’t really sepia-toned, or is it?) 
Ultimately I hope my picture pokes a stick at the notion of photographic reality, a debate that has forever plagued our 
medium, with the eyewitness narrative tradition entrenched at one extreme, and surrealists flaunting fascinating 
fabricated new worlds at us from the other. Between these two extremes, I suspect most Focal Forum members have 
experimented and settled somewhere that feels comfortable, depending on (1) our patience in acquiring the necessary 
technical skills, and (2) our personal motivations and inspiration for our image-making. 
Who’d’ve thunk that such a pleasant scene along an empty November road in the Cape Breton Highlands would 
provoke such a flurry of philosophizing?!
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“Take lots of pictures!” is how our friends wish us a good trip, and we oblige them. 
– Teju Cole

Death is all around, Ireland a terrible beauty, by Bruce Macaulay 

Located in Baltimore, Ireland, the origin of these ruins dates back to circa 1215.  
I have always found Ireland awash with a feeling of ancient times and steeped in 
colourful history and folklore. The perfect place for a photographer's imagination 
to run wild.  
For me, this scene held several intriguing moments: First, the church ruins were 
still standing after 700 plus years (the photo was made in 1982). Second, the 
dead tree itself, though stripped of all life, still stood majestically. Third, the long 
shaggy grass seemed to imply that despite everything around it had died, life was 
still present. The original photography was on Fuji Velvia, and though it made for 
a strong image, I found that black & white striped away distracting colours, 
allowing the scene to be more intense.
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I began to wake up to the idea that manhood, as passed on to me by my father, my scoutmaster, my gym instructor,  
my army sergeant, that vision of manhood was a blueprint for self-destruction and a lie,  

and that was a burden that I was no longer able to carry. 
– Utah Phillips

Left: One, Two,  
by Tom Yates  

Below Left: Beauty Shot Hi-Key, 
by Craig Lauder  

Below: Grand Prismatic Spring, 
by Avi Cohen 
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There are twice as many knitters as golfers in North America. Still, if you walk into any airport in North America,  
you can find a golf magazine but not a knitting magazine, even though you can't golf on a plane. 

– Stephanie Pearl-McPhee

Knitting and Weaving: Photos by Tom Yates  
For 12 months, each year, a group of residents, ‘the ladies’, knit and weave. Each December they donate 
their work to various charities, for Christmas. Last December, the ‘show of their work’ was for one brief 
hour, Covid-19 controlled, don't touch!

I had photographed their 2019 display… not very well. This 
year I chose to use a macro lens, set the ISO to 4,000, and 
with the available light had an f11 aperture. In 15 minutes 
I took 50 unique frames. Every shot was made using the 
screen for framing/focus, arm extended, hand held. I very 
rarely choose to shoot that way. It worked!
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There is no answer. It's okay. But even if it wasn't okay, what am I supposed to do? 
– Raymond Carver

Winter Dreams, by Paul Yi

It's -29c outside, it's a good time to capture winter flowers — ice patterns formed on 
glass during a cold night. 
I usually saw ice patterns clustering together, but these patterns were different, they 
separated from each other. To me, they were trying to fly away from the glass. Before 
they might be gone, I took the shot and thought what about it? 
My series of ice patterns are called winter flowers, would these flowers fly away from 
winter blue to somewhere warm and cheerful? 
So, I made them dreamy. What they were dreaming about is up to you to interpret.
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I have observed before that there is a risk of seeing meaning in practically anything  
if you simply stare at it long enough, sort of induced pareidolia.  

– Andrew Molitor

Convolution 314, by Matthew Robertson 

Happy Accidents 
by Matthew Robertson 

Growing up I had a cat named Serendipity, so it was probably inevitable that I’d eventually want 
fortunate chance to play a role in all of my favourite photo projects. Many coincidences – admittedly, 
not all of them happy – had to happen for my Convolution series to exist.  
The photos are overlapping multiple exposures, compiled on an old orthographic film stock that’s only 
been available in 35mm format since 2019. Its insensitivity to red light gives a distinct look in the city, 
and its slow speed gives it resilience to withstand the many times it gets exposed.  
The series is mostly photographed with a camera that I ordered to document the Spring lockdown, but 
it arrived in the summer. It’s just a plastic panoramic toy with a fixed, but ambivalent, shutter speed, a 
near/far focus selector, and only two aperture settings on the lens. F/dark and F/darker. It’s an atrocious 
camera; it’s only sharp in the centre and suffers from terrible vignetting.  
It’s so perfect that I’ve bought another one.  
The biggest element of chance is how all of the different exposures combine. The camera does have a 
viewfinder – no, I’m not sure why – but even if I can see the composition in front of me I have no way 
of knowing what it will join on the film. Many times interesting elements are let down by their 
circumstances, but sometimes it works. Or enough works well enough for me, at least. Without that 
experiential randomness I would have no interest in this photography. 
And of course there was one other random thing that also had to happen: the entire preceding year.  
This past year has had its challenges even without the pandemic and all of its associated restrictions. 
When combined they left me uninterested in my previous photography, and unable to find any escape in 
creativity. So instead this reflexive, compulsive, non-aesthetic project has been almost my entire focus for 
the past six months. And that shows no signs of stopping.

http://convolution.ca
http://convolution.ca
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Wherever we are, what we hear is mostly noise. When we ignore it, it disturbs us.  
When we listen to it, we find it fascinating. The sound of a truck at fifty miles per hour.  

Static between the stations. Rain. 
– John Cage

Above: Cold Winter Stroll, by Allan Flagel  

Top Left: Spring Morning, by Sue Curtis  

Left: Waiting Room, by Marvin Cooper 
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Anything that exists will never be destroyed; its disappearance is simply a transformation. 
– Baba Hari Dass

Homage to Edward Weston, by Dass

Late in his life, when he was confined to a wheelchair, Edward Weston famously said 
“I should be able to look down at my feet and see something to photograph”. That 
was the inspiration for this photograph and the reason I called it ‘Homage to Edward 
Weston’. Besides, I thought that a more fitting title than ‘One Foot in the Grave’.
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I must have flowers, always and always.  
– Claude Monet 

Aging Gracefully, by Leif Petersen 

This photo was captured at the 
Moore Water Gardens, in Port 
Stanley, while there for a photo 
workshop with Philip Sun.  
Photographing at this location is 
so very interesting, since the 
blooms, the huge leaves, the sun, 
the dew or rain and the insects 
change from minute to minute. 
As I always tell myself, whether 
photographing a landscape or a 
plant, always look behind.  
I was attracted to this particular 
bloom because of the rain drops, 
but mostly the way the soft light 
highlighted the graceful lines and 
its aging beauty from behind.
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I just knew there were stories I wanted to tell. 
– Octavia Butler

Instagram Update 
from Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 

TFF’s Instagram account is just over a year old. We have over 80 photos from 16 makers. 
Thank you to those who are consistently submitting images. I was recently asked if you have to have a personal IG 
to submit photos. You do not, so please feel free to submit your images. Of course, you will still get credit for your 
image. It just means that if someone wants to see more of your images, they cannot as you don’t have a platform. 
A reminder to everyone who is submitting images. Every time you submit, please provide: 
your Instagram account name and the title of your image 
a brief write-up/description (optional but it is always nice to know a bit about an image) 
any hashtags you'd like to add, i.e., location (city/country), subject matter, season, etc. 
Although you can upload any size images you want, IG works best with images that have a 4x5 aspect ratio and a 
maximum size of 1080 pixels wide x 1350 pixels high. When an image is too large, it will be automatically 
downsized wherever IG sees fit, usually it keeps the centre and removes the rest. If you're ok with that, fine. 
Otherwise, I'd suggest you place it on a 4x5 black background. To do this, follow these instructions: 

Open your image in Photoshop 
Create a new canvas  

file > new 
width 1080 pixels/inch 
height 1350 pixels/inch  

colour mode RGB colour  
Background colour: black 

Now “select all” of your original image, copy and paste your image onto the new canvas. Your image will be centred 
in the middle of the black canvas.   

Flatten and save 
Export it at 72 or 96 ppi 

If you have a very long panoramic image and would like to keep it as is, it is best to create a seamless multi post 
effect. Click here for a YouTube video on how to do this.

https://www.instagram.com/torontofocalforum/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e10Ze8E8sTg
https://www.instagram.com/torontofocalforum/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e10Ze8E8sTg

